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Uncle John's Bathroom Reader Extraordinary Book of Facts combines the most intriguing,

enlightening material from nine previous Bathroom Reader favorites into one concise volume. Flush

with delightfully useless &#151; and sometimes even useful &#151; information about sports,

movies, music, politics, American and world history, and much more, the book is the most extensive

reference guide in the series to date. Contained within this handy, portable tome are the fascinating

narratives, terrific trivia, and easy-to-read lists that fans have come to delight in, as well as quotes,

facts, findings, and historical tidbits. Weird and wonderful factoid footers on the bottom of each page

are perfect for super-quick trips, while quizzes and puzzles enliven lengthier stays. Arranged for

simple and speedy reference, the book is the perfect companion for trivia buffs and knowledge

junkies who need a quick, fun read not just &#147;at the office,Ã¢â‚¬Â• but in airports, waiting

rooms, while traveling, or for any other moments that would otherwise be wasted.
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i own several uncle johns bathroom readers, and love them all, but this one left me disappointed. it

does not seem to be as high quality as most of the others, the paper its printed on seems cheaper,

the type font is different, and there are not any of the facts printed at the bottom of each page like

usual. even the contents of the book seemed less interesting, i guess because it says it is a book of

facts, which is all it is, i am sorry to say. other volumes of the bathroom readers are way better than

this one.



This is a must-buy book. All of Uncle John's book are must-buys. I love these books and I'm in the

process of buying them all. I buy the books for 0.01 and 3.99 shipping. $4 a book is an awesome

price. These books are great for any age. You can read it to 5, 6, 7 year olds and the older ones can

read it themselves. I recommend owning all these books, especially with kids. You can do a family

hour of reading, go outside and read in the yard, you can have each kid read 4 pages at a time...so

many ideas. I wish these were around when my kids were small. These are great books.

Love Uncle John's books. Did not disappoint! Full of good stuff! Easy to read.

Wife got me this book for a stocking stuffer. I'm not huge into "Bathroom books" but found I can't put

this one down, and it's not actually sitting in the bathroom! I find I read it all the time. I've actually

used the things I've learned from it in conversations. Lots of very interesting stuff in this book! For

example, did you know that the ancient Chinese would put fireworks on their floors to alert them if

their house was on fire? Very interesting, and every bit of information in it catches the attention of

the reader. Well constructed, and I highly recommend it.

A must for every bathroom to educate all the uneducated people out

The first "Uncle John Bathroom Readers" book i read was "Uncle John's Briefs: Quick Bits of

Fascinating Facts and Amazing Trivia". Since then, i've been roaming through .com looking for

other "Uncle John Bathroom Readers" books to read. It's almost an addiction (but a good

one...nothing wrong with being addicted to learning new things!)

no comment

I have not read anything in the rest of the series but having bought this as a stocking stuff for for

family, I've decided that this is an adorable bathroom read and it's actually funny and interesting. I

would highly recommend
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